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	Key Features

	
		Harness the ability to build algorithms for unsupervised data using deep learning concepts with R
	
		Master the common problems faced such as overfitting of data, anomalous datasets, image recognition, and performance tuning while building the models
	
		Build models relating to neural networks, prediction and deep prediction



	Book Description


	Deep learning is a branch of machine learning based on a set of algorithms that attempt to model high-level abstractions in data by using model architectures. With the superb memory management and the full integration with multi-node big data platforms, the H2O engine has become more and more popular among data scientists in the field of deep learning.


	This book will introduce you to the deep learning package H2O with R and help you understand the concepts of deep learning. We will start by setting up important deep learning packages available in R and then move towards building models related to neural networks, prediction, and deep prediction, all of this with the help of real-life examples.


	After installing the H2O package, you will learn about prediction algorithms. Moving ahead, concepts such as overfitting data, anomalous data, and deep prediction models are explained. Finally, the book will cover concepts relating to tuning and optimizing models.


	What you will learn

	
		Set up the R package H2O to train deep learning models
	
		Understand the core concepts behind deep learning models
	
		Use Autoencoders to identify anomalous data or outliers
	
		Predict or classify data automatically using deep neural networks
	
		Build generalizable models using regularization to avoid overfitting the training data



	About the Author


	Dr. Joshua F. Wiley is a lecturer at Monash University and a senior partner at Elkhart Group Limited, a statistical consultancy. He earned his PhD from the University of California, Los Angeles. His research focuses on using advanced quantitative methods to understand the complex interplays of psychological, social, and physiological processes in relation to psychological and physical health. In statistics and data science, Joshua focuses on biostatistics and is interested in reproducible research and graphical displays of data and statistical models. Through consulting at Elkhart Group Limited and his former work at the UCLA Statistical Consulting Group, Joshua has helped a wide array of clients, ranging from experienced researchers to biotechnology companies. He develops or codevelops a number of R packages including varian, a package to conduct Bayesian scale-location structural equation models, and MplusAutomation, a popular package that links R to the commercial Mplus software.
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Beginning Office 365 Collaboration Apps: Working in the Microsoft CloudApress, 2018

	
		Start making the most of the latest collaboration tools in Office 365?including SharePoint, OneDrive, Office 365 Groups, Office, Teams, Yammer, Planner, Stream, Forms, and Flow?and integrate them into your team’s projects to boost productivity, engagement, innovation, and enjoyment at work. This book walks you through the...
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Introduction to Architectural Science, Second Edition: The Basis of Sustainable DesignArchitectural Press, 2008


	The book is intended to give an introduction to architectural science, to provide

	an understanding of the physical phenomena we are to deal with and to provide

	the tools for realizing the many good intentions. Many projects in recent

	times are claimed to constitute sustainable development, to be sustainable

	architecture. But...
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Digital Signal Processing and Applications with the C6713 and C6416 DSKJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Understanding digital signal processors made easy through programming examples and project application
    This text enables students of electrical and computer engineering to grasp and apply the principles of digital signal processing (DSP) through real-time implementation of experiments and projects. The author, internationally respected for...
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Samii's Essentials in NeurosurgerySpringer, 2007

	'Samii's Essentials in Neurosurgery' contains selected papers written by internationally recognized contributors who were trained by Professor Madjid Samii in Hannover, Germany. The main topics deal with cutting-edge technology in neurosurgery, skull-base surgery, and specific peripheral nerve, spine, and vascular surgeries. The...
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Surviving the War for Talent in Asia: How Innovation Can HelpIBM Press, 2009

	Find and Keep the Outstanding Leaders You Need to Win in Asia!

	
		
			Specific solutions for recruiting and retaining great people in North Asia, South Asia, Australia, and New Zealand

	
	
		
			Seven new case studies, plus...
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Location-Based ServicesMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"Location-Based Services provides a comprehensive sweep through an exciting new area of computing. It's a detailed and powerful primer for understanding the deployment of LBS." 
- Xavier Lopez, Director, Spatial, Location, and Network Technologies, Oracle Corporation

"Location-Based Services gives a comprehensive...
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